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1 - Meeting the class

Getting to know the class: textbooks, tests, teaching method, organization 
of students' notebooks; game: Last Man Standing 1

2 - Grammar revision

Mix tenses (present tenses, past tenses, perfect tenses, future tenses); 
map to revise tenses (formation + use); wh questions subject and object; 
the zero and first conditionals; past simple of to be; state and action verbs 
(have, see, think, be); spelling rules; irregular verbs (strategies to 
memorise the verbs + crossword); KWT to revise grammar structures; 
reported speech; passive; phrasal verbs unit 9

11

3 - In Time B1/B1+: Unit 6: Politics and Society

Vocabulary: fighting for civil rights; Pink Floyd's "Another brick in the 
wall" (protest against the school system): video watching and discussion; 
political and social issues; apologising

1

Speaking: describing photos pp. 136/137: useful language, students’ 
presentations on protest songs 2

Reading: pp. 136, 137, 140, 144, 155: vocabulary + expansion 2

Listening: pp. 142, 143, 145 1

Grammar: 0, 1, 2, 3 conditionals: formation and use; “If I were a Boy”: 
theme, phrasal verbs, second conditional; I wish/if only: “Wish you were 
here”, “Mistakes of my Youth”; adverbs of manner (from the adjective to 
the adverb), comparative adverbs; revision of comparatives and 
superlatives with adjectives and nouns (handout + table); B2 KWT

7

4 - Unit 7: Mind over Matter

Vocabulary: sport p. 166 2

Reading: pp. 164, "The FIFA World Cup” (handout): comprehension, 
vocabulary, how to describe scores in football 1

Functions: giving suggestions/advice/tips: you'd better, I suggest, I advise, 
you should/ought to/could, why don’t you 2

Writing: B1 articles 1

Grammar: revision of all modals: formation and functions; modals for the 
past; “What has happened?”: modals for the past (handout) 4

5 - Unit 8: Who did it?

Reading: pp. 184, 185, 192, 193 2
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Vocabulary: crimes and criminals (vocabulary expansion); crime and 
punishment vocabulary (handout) 3

Listening: p. 190; going on trials: first episode of “Attorney Woo” 2

Role plays: going on trial: court vocabulary (handout), choosing the crime, 
the roles, the steps of the trial, performing a mock trial 2

Grammar: quantifiers: all, most, both, none, neither…or, any/no, either…or; 
so do I/neither do I (with all tenses); so/such 3

Speaking: students’ presentations on given topics 3

6 - Unit 9: Did you know?

reading: pp. 220, 231

grammar: the passive (formation with all tenses; use); reading newspaper 
articles (the impersonal structure) 1+1

Vocabulary: reading numbers, dates, fractions, decimals, prices; geometry 
vocabulary; sizes/shapes of objects; the adjective order (rhyme): patterns 
to describe objects; describing pictures (pair work): geometry, lines, 
shapes, patterns (pair work); phrasal verbs pp. 216/217

1+1+1

7 - Unit 10 In the Spotlight

Grammar: the reported speech: rules about tenses and other changes, 
reporting verbs, wh questions, orders; quotations to turn into reported 
speech

3

Vocabulary and speaking: talking about TV programmes and the 
advantages and disadvantages of being famous; filling in a survey about TV 
series

1

Reading: Fake news: discussion 1

8 - New Grammar Files

The conditional: zero, first, second and third; translating sentences with 
conditional clauses (files 33 and 34) 1

Vocabulary: “Sport” pp. 636 + exercises 1

Modal verbs: exercises 2

Mix tenses 1

9 - Civic Education

Tribute to Elisabeth II: video watching, listening, vocabulary, speaking; oral 
tests 1+1

Grammar and vocabulary of the first term: revision and extra practice 3

10 - Reading for Pleasure: The Clean Cat; The murders in the rue 
Morgue 2

11 - Progetto: lettura animata di “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” (Teatro 
delle Due); plot of the play

28 novembre 
2022 (1h)

12 - Lettorato: 5 lezioni: speaking and writing activities 5

written tests: 7 verifiche di tipologia varia: grammar, vocabulary, Pet 
mock tests (reading, use of English, listening, speaking) 7
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